
THE KEYS OF WORK
PROGRAMME 2014

The Work Programme 2014 is a single consolidated document that sets out 
the research priorities and the funding instruments that can be deployed,

and is intended for all the scientific communities in both the public and private sectors.
It replaces the calls for proposals previously issued by ANR and is consistent with
the "France Europe 2020" national strategic agenda. Its preparation mobilised all 
the national thematic alliances in research – Allenvi, Allistene, Ancre, Athena, Aviesan–

and CNRS, and took into account all ANR's public and private partners. 
In the context of this Work Programme, ANR launched in late July a single generic
call for proposals, supplemented by a few specific calls (including international calls

with other agencies, the Astrid programme, the LabCom programme, etc.).

★ Four components, nine challenges 
★ Generic call for proposals, what you need to know

★ The Work Programme at a glance
★ Eight keys to help you understand it



The Work Programme 2014

FOUR COMPONENTS,
NINE CHALLENGES

The 9 societal challenges 
and the all-knowledge 
challenge, included in the
"At the frontiers of research"
component, form the subject
of a single generic call for
proposals. 

The Work Programme comprises four interlinked components each with
a specific budget and governance:
3Major societal challenges
3At the frontiers of research
3Building the European Research Area (ERA) and France's international
attractiveness

3Economic impact of research and competitiveness
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The "Major societal challenges" com-
ponent takes up the nine challenges
identified in the "France Europe 2020"
strategic agenda:

1. Efficient resource management 
and adaptation to climate change

2. Clean, secure and efficient energy

3. Industrial renewal

4. Health and well-being

5. Food security and demographic
challenges

6. Sustainable mobility and urban
systems

7. Information and communication
society

8. Innovative, inclusive and adaptive
societies

9. Freedom and security of Europe, 
its citizens and its residents



The principal investigators selected 
at the end of the first stage compile
a definitive project presentation file.

The project principal 
investigators submit 
a pre-proposal for evaluation.

Generic call for proposals

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

1

SELECTION IS A TWO-STEP PROCESS

January February March April May June

July August September October November December
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The generic call for proposals covers projects falling into the societal
challenges and all-knowledge challenge categories.

The proposed funding instruments under this call are:

3 Collaborative projects
3 Public-private partnership projects
3 Kick-start research networks 
3 Young researchers
3 International projects
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3 Form to be completed on line
3 5-page document in PDF format

Submission deadline: 25/10/13

Evaluation and making 
a first selection.

26th February 2014

The principal
investigators are informed:
project selected / rejected.

End of June 2014

Final list of 
selected projects.

2013

2014

30th April 2014

End of the full proposal
submission period.

Evaluation of projects.



Work Programme 2014

AT A GLANCE 

COMPLEMENTARY CALLS

Argos Challenge

ASTRID

Hosting high-level researchers

ANDRA call

Industrial chairs

Labcom

Sharing Energy Challenge 

►17/12

►13/01

►08/12

INTERNATIONAL CALLS

ERA-NET Neuron 2 on neuroinflammation

ERA-NET INFECT-ERA on infectious diseases

JPI AMR "Anti-Microbial Resistance"

Franco-German ANR-DFG call
in social sciences and humanities

Franco-German ANR-BMBF call
on critical infrastructure security

Franco-Japanese ANR-JST call
on molecular techology

Evaluation and selection of projects
to continue to stage 2

26/02
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Generic call and complementary calls

AUGUST SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JANUARY FEB.

✖

25/10

JULY

►
31/07GENERIC CALL

☛
The selected 
submit a full 

The principal investigators submit
a pre-proposal

►

2013 2014

►10/01

►17/01

►January

►

►18/12

►
Beginning

of Feb.

January

►January

►Mid
January

►Feb.



✖10/03

✖07/04 21/07☛

✖ 24/11 4 times/year☛
Submission on
a continuous-flow
basis►07/04 ✖16/06 29/09☛

Opening date
Closing date
Date of results
Call in a two-step process

►
✖

☛
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MARCH APRIL JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC.MAY

End of June
☛

These dates are given for information only.
Remember to consult the ANR website regularly.
http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en

Evaluation 
of projects

✖

30/04

✖ 10/03

✖ 02/04

*

✖ April

✖ 24/06*

✖ 14/03

✖18/03

✖ October☛Beginning
of May

☛End of
2014

✖ 04/08* October/November☛

✖ Oct.☛July*

To be determined☛

✖May To be determined☛

✖Mid
April

End of
July

☛

✖ May 29/09☛

principal investigators
proposal



Individual principal investigators 

The only funding instruments for which
individual principle investigators are 
eligible are: "Industrial chairs", "Young 
researchers" and "Hosting high-level 
researchers". To be eligible for the other
funding instruments there must be at
least two partners.
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3Post-doctoral return

The "Hosting high-level researchers"
instrument extends to senior researchers
the preceding scope that concerned post-
doctoral returns. The aim of this instrument
is to encourage high-level researchers 
coming from abroad (including after post-
doctoral work abroad) to integrate labo-
ratories in France and enable these resear-
chers to set up a team and conduct a first
ambitious project which is expected to
have a significant impact. This "Hosting
high-level researchers" instrument will
form the subject of a special call for
proposals for which the schedule and
conditions of submission will be available
in late October.

Commitment of 
the supervisory bodies

No commitment is required of the super-
visory bodies at the pre-proposal
stage.When the full proposals are submit-
ted in stage 2, a hard copy signature is 
required for the 2014 calls (submission of
PDF file) on the call closing date (mid-
April), as an electronic signature system
has not yet been set up.

"Two steps"

The two-step project selection process
corresponds to a demand expressed by
the scientific community during the French
summit of higher education and research
(the “Assises de la Recherche”). This means
that the selection is carried out in two
stages. All the project principal investigators
submit a summary pre-proposal of 5 pages
at the most which will be evaluated on
the basis of three criteria: the significance
of the scientific and technological objec-
tives, the relevance and the strategic nature
with respect to the orientations of the call
for proposals, the consistency of the pre-
proposal with respect to the project objec-
tives. At the end of this first stage, only the
selected principal investigators submit a
definitive file that will be evaluated on the
basis of the international standards: com-
petitive and independent scientific evalua-
tion and peer review. 

2

1

4

Generic Call for Proposals

8 KEYS TO HELP YOU
UNDERSTAND IT 



Evaluation of projects

The evaluation process has been modified
but the Agency's fundamental princi-
ples concerning the evaluation remain
unchanged, namely competitive selection,
peer review and compliance with interna-
tional standards.
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5
Submitting an international 
partnership project proposal 

There are three ways of submitting 
projects involving foreign partners:
3 two lie within the framework 
of the generic call for proposals,

3 the third uses specific calls for
proposals. 

In the framework of the generic call for
proposals, ANR has established bilateral
agreements with several countries (Brazil,
Canada, China, United States, Hong
Kong, India, Luxembourg, Romania and
Taiwan.) The projects submitted within this
framework follow the rules and proce-
dures of the generic call for proposals
concerning submission on the ANR side.
The collaboration themes and the condi-
tions of submission to the partner agency
vary from one country to another and are
detailed on ANR's website through a sys-
tem of appendices. To simplify scientific
collaborations and render them more fluid,
and with the aim of creating border-free
research funding areas, ANR has also
made specific "Lead Agency" agreements
with several countries (Germany, Switzer-
land and Austria). The submission of 
projects within the framework of these 
bilateral agreements follows the proce-
dure of the German, Swiss and Austrian
agencies (which are acting as "Lead
Agencies" in 2014). The related appen-
dices can be consulted on line on the
ANR website.

Moreover, outside the ANR's bilateral
agreements, it remains possible to submit
a project with foreign partners who provide
their own funding or who participate
through their country's national funding
instruments. Such projects are subject to
the rules and procedures of the generic
call for proposals.

Lastly, apart from the generic calls for
proposals, specific European and inter-
national calls will be launched (ERA-
NETs, JPIs, bilateral and multilateral calls). 

They will be covered by a call for proposals
description and have specific submission
and evaluation procedures. A schedule for
these calls is available on the ANR website.



Number of projects that 
can be submitted

A given scientific coordinator can only
submit one pre-proposal under the gene-
ric call for proposals. This restriction does
not however exclude the possibility of a
given coordinator from participating in 
several projects as a non-coordinating
partner, nor of submitting a project propo-
sal for a specific call that will be published
later. 

Graphic design: http://sophiechatenay.tumblr.com/

january 2014
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Find the latest information on Work Programme 2014 on:
www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en

twitter: @agencerecherche
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Pre-proposal 
vs full proposal

3The project duration cannot be changed.
3The sum of the requested funding must
remain within the range initially indicated.
3Any changes in the consortium and/or the
scientific objectives between the pre-propo-
sal and the full proposal must be explained
and their pertinence will be evaluated by the
ad hoc peer reviewers and panel members.


